We now have CQ WEEKLY Online

**CQ Weekly** is known as the pre-eminent resource for Congress-watchers who need non-partisan information on Capitol Hill. The **CQ Weekly** on the Web includes access to the full text of all articles published since 1983. You may browse through articles in the current issue or search for past articles by words, dates, subjects or other criteria. **CQ Weekly** covers virtually every act of Congress, delivering nonpartisan news and analysis unavailable anywhere else.

You get in-depth reports on issues looming on the congressional horizon, plus a complete wrap up of the previous week’s news, including the status of bills in play, behind-the-scenes maneuvering, committee and floor activity, debates and all roll-call votes.

Choose "Databases A-Z List" from the library webpage ([library.ship.edu](http://library.ship.edu)). Then **CQ Weekly**. Contact Barb Rotz with subscription questions or Kirk Moll if you would like to schedule a demo for your students.